It’s rush hour on your network.
Every day it gets more congested with mobile users, cloud applications, video, software downloads and more.

Prioritized w. QoS
MPLS
Non Prioritized
Internet

Get your traffic flowing again with SD WAN from Verizon and Cisco.

Secure
DEFENSE IN DEPTH AND SHARED TELEMETRY
- Secure perimeter with Cisco ISR, Meraki MX, OpenDNS, and ASA with Firepower services
- Secure network with Verizon Private IP and Wireless Private Network
- Secure Cloud Interconnect and Cloud Lock

MPLS
Prioritized w. QoS

Internet
Non-Prioritized

SPARK

Cost Control
REDUCE VARIABLE NETWORK COSTS
- Predictable monthly network costs
- More bandwidth, less money
- $0 to low Capital Expenditure

Active / Active
GOODBYE ACTIVE/ PASSIVE NETWORKING!
- Active / Active redundant network
- Add redundancy with fully integrated NG Backup
- Rapid change management and reporting

Time is Money
FAST NETWORKS = MONEY GAINED
- Employees gain anytime access to applications they need
- IT gains secure application control and performance
- The company gains better production, happier customers and more income

Make your net work.
Visit getsdwan.com and learn more.

*QoS = Quality of Service